
 

 

 

 

Press Release 

 

 

“Star Arcade partners with Daily App Dream to distribute Jelly Wars, 

its latest multiplayer game” 

 

21 September 2011, Helsinki, Star Arcade, www.star-arcade.com the global leader for 

multiplayer mobile gaming today announced that it has partnered with Daily App Dream 

www.dailyappdream.com to promote its latest smartphone game “JELLY WARS” and 

will be making the premium version of the game available as a free download for two 

days, September 21 and 22. 

  

Harri Myllyla, CEO, Star Arcade commented on the launch “We are pleased to partner 

with Daily App Dream to distribute Jelly Wars which is an extremely addictive and 

amusing multiplayer game where players get to battle with each other. Our users have 

nicknamed the game “Angry Birds meets Worms.”” 

 

“Star-Arcade is focussed on delivering entertaining social games for the next billion 

gamers coming from the emerging markets of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Providing 

a true multiplayer and multiplatform experience is our compelling proposition and we 

plan to continue to build on it with the launch of new games such as Jelly Wars.”  

 

iPhone and iPad users can download the game on http://itunes.apple.com/app/jelly-

wars/id433398797?mt=8 
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The free game can be directly downloaded on http://www.dailyappdream.com or 

http://www.star-arcade.com/ and is also available on the Nokia Store, Android Market, 

GetJar and the iPhone App Store. The game is also going to be launched on Facebook to 

enable web based gamers to play against other Facebook users or their opponents using 

mobile phones. 

  

Star Arcade is also delivering many other multiplayer games using a combination of 

“Freemium” and “Advertiser Funded” business models that enable consumers to 

experience most of the games for free and give them the choice of paying a small 

premium for some games.  

 

Star Arcade is a global mobile social gaming community delivering multiplatform games 

to consumers from fast emerging markets of India, South America, Far East and Africa. 

Star Arcade provides a social network, where anyone can join the community and just 

start playing, regardless of their device, operator or country. Star Arcade development 

hub is in Finland with offices in the UK and in West Africa. For more information visit 

www.star-arcade.com and http://www.star-arcade.com/en/games/id/64 
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